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DCS-1B controller is the operating interface between people&machine, with large LCD display function, High-brightness 
back-lighting, six smart buttons, power LED indication, infrared radiation control receiving function. 

Using wires connect with the controller communication linking, the connection wire can reach dozens meters. 
 

 

1、  “ ”Power button: switch on/off unit at every push。 

2、 “M” Mode button: change unit working mode as follows:  

Only ventilation mode heating mode  Only ventilation mode 

3、 “ ”Timing button：Push the button to change the mode as follows 

        adjust the clock  the timing on the timing off  Ok. 

a） Clock adjustment: 

Push “ ” button until “ ” flash, then push “▲”or“▼” buttons for setting time. One minute adds or 
reduces at every push. And a long push on the button for 10 seconds to add or reduce 10 minutes. 

b） Automatic timing Power on adjustment: 

1,   Panel Display: 

2,Operating Part: 



Push“ ” button until“ →1”  flash, then push “▲”or“▼” buttons for setting  Automatic timing Power 

on .One minute adds or reduces at every push. And a long push on the button for 10 seconds to add or reduce 10 minutes。 
 
 
 

c） Automatic Power off adjustment: 

Push “ ” button until “ →O” flash, then push “▲”or“▼” buttons for setting  Automatic timing Power 

off. One minute adds or reduces at every push. And a long push on the button for 10 seconds to add or reduce 10 minutes。 
 
 

4、   Fan speed Adjustment:  

push this    button, the unit will change fan speed as follows: low speed      middle speed      high speed. 
   

5、 “▲”ADD button:Clock, time setting adjustment，room temperature adjustment。 

6、 “▼”Decrease button: Clock, time setting adjustment, room temperature adjustment。 

 

 

 
 

1,  Fan speed indicator: Indicate: Low speed, middle speed, high speed. 
 
2,  Temperature indicator: Indicate: Room temperature and setting temperature( the flash number is setting temperature). 
3,  Time indicator: Indicate: clock, automatic timing power on and automatic timing power off. 
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3、Indication part:




